
Compliance Readiness

Compliance Readiness applies Artificial Intelligence to convert your corporate policies 
(InfoSec, Anti-Money Laundering, Code of Conduct, etc) into bite-sized and gamified 
training modules in just a few clicks, allowing you to train your intended audience, 
measure their performance, and run reports for visibility into compliance gaps.

J.R. CISO, Enterprise SaaS Company

"Our organization maintains sets of policies that aim to mitigate risks across 
our business. But it’s hard to measure if employees read, understand and 
retain the information of every one of our policies. Compliance Readiness 

solves this critical problem for us with their AI engine."

Schedule a demoLet’s work together to help you build cyber culture.  with us.

right-hand.ai hello@right-hand.ai
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HOW IT WORKS

Unlimited Policy Training

Extensive Library 

SCORM Compatibility 

Risk Score & Analytics

Choose Self Service or 

Managed Service Delivery

Train your staff on all of your corporate 
policies, according to your business 
needs and employee performance.

If you need to build a new policy, 
leverage our 100+ policy template 
library instead of starting from scratch.

Export all policy training content into 
SCORM compatible files so it can be 
imported into your existing Learning 
Management System.

Analyze employee risk scores based on 
individuals, departments and teams to 
identify compliance gaps.

Choose to access the SaaS platform 
and manage it yourself, or have our 
team of experts manage the SaaS 
platform on your behalf.

Store, manage and distribute policies: As your policies evolve, all stakeholders can work together 
within our platform to develop, edit, approve, disseminate, track and organize all your policies.

Turn months into minutes: Creating reports for audits and increasing awareness for each of your 
corporate policies can take months. With Compliance Readiness, it takes minutes.

Avoid reputational damage: Deliver employee policy training and track their results to mitigate the 
risk of reputational damage caused by non-compliant employees and behavior.

Satisfy Compliance Requirements: Satisfy industry and geographical regulations (PDPA, CCPA, 
GDPR, MAS-TRM) and certifications (ISO 27001, SOC 2).

Increase employee engagement: Incorporate micro-learning, leaderboards, points and rewards to 
increase employee participation and knowledge retention.

Convert

Convert your policy into a 
training module using AI.

Train

Schedule policy training 
for your employees with a 

click of a button.

Analyze

Run reports at any time for 
visibility into compliance 

gaps.

Import 

Import your corporate 
policy into the platform.
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